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Abstract

Korean is a language with complex morphol-001
ogy that uses spaces at larger-than-word bound-002
aries, unlike other East-Asian languages. While003
morpheme-based text generation can provide004
significant semantic advantages compared to005
commonly used character-level approaches, Ko-006
rean morphological analyzers only provide a007
sequence of morpheme-level tokens, losing in-008
formation in the tokenization process. Two cru-009
cial issues are the loss of spacing information010
and subcharacter level morpheme normaliza-011
tion, both of which make the tokenization result012
challenging to reconstruct the original input013
string, deterring the application to generative014
tasks. As this problem originates from the con-015
ventional scheme used when creating a POS016
tagging corpus, we propose an improvement to017
the existing scheme, which makes it friendlier018
to generative tasks.019

On top of that, we suggest a semi-automatic020
annotation of a corpus by leveraging public021
analyzers. We vote the surface and POS from022
the outcome and fill the sequence with the se-023
lected morphemes, yielding tokenization with a024
decent quality that incorporates space informa-025
tion. Our scheme is verified via an evaluation026
done on an external corpus, and subsequently,027
is adopted to Korean Wikipedia to construct an028
open, permissive resource. We compare mor-029
phological analyzer performance trained on our030
corpus with existing methods, then perform an031
extrinsic evaluation on a downstream task.032

1 Introduction033

The morphology and script of the Korean lan-034

guage are different from those of Indo-European035

languages or other East-Asian languages such as036

Japanese and Chinese (Stratos, 2017; Park et al.,037

2018). In particular, Korean uses spacing to in-038

crease legibility, but not necessarily at word bound-039

aries. The agglutinative properties of Korean result040

in space tokenized boundaries larger than a word,041

but smaller than a sentence. This particular unit is042

called Eojeol, which is a property that is not shared 043

with other languages. Additionally, while there is 044

a well-defined standard for spacing, the rules are 045

complicated. 046

Prior art suggests that elaborated text process- 047

ing through morpheme-level analysis is regarded 048

as particularly important in text generation (Kim 049

et al., 2016). In the context of Korean, generally, 050

a single toolkit tends to provide morpheme-level 051

tokenization, morphological analysis and normal- 052

ization, along with part-of-speech (POS) tagging. 053

For these reasons, the different functions are closely 054

related and commonly trained from a single corpus 055

in an end-to-end manner. This property is inherited 056

from the canonical Sejong Corpus’ format (Kim, 057

2006), which has been exploited to build and train 058

these tools. 059

However, the standard corpus tagging protocol1 060

has seen very few updates since it was initially pro- 061

posed, and omits crucial information to reconstruct 062

the tokenized results back to their original form, the 063

most obvious being spacing, as suggested in Han 064

et al. (2017). Also, these tokenizers perform stem- 065

ming and lemmatization following the expected 066

output of the training corpus. For these reasons, 067

research in generation tasks has resorted to using 068

different forms of subword tokenization (Sennrich 069

et al., 2016; Kudo and Richardson, 2018) or work 070

around this limitation by inserting special space 071

tokens as part of the model (Li et al., 2017; Choe 072

et al., 2020). Nonetheless, due to the constraints re- 073

garding modification and redistribution2, there has 074

been no literature addressing this at a large-scale 075

corpus level. We hypothesize that by addressing 076

this from the lowest possible layer, it would allow 077

morpheme-level tokenizers to be more effective 078

1The protocol was designed for morphological analysis,
hence did not consider generative tasks, as they were yet to be
explored when this was introduced.

2The canonical Sejong Corpus (Kim, 2006) is only avail-
able to domestic researchers and is distributed under a non-
permissive license, which restricts modifications of any form.
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Chinese Japanese Korean
Ideographs Yes Yes Rarely
Kana No Yes No
Hangul No No Yes
Spacing None None Optional
Word Order SVO SOV SOV

Table 1: Comparison of CJK languages.

when combined with up-to-date approaches.079

We focus on the point that the absence of a large-080

scale open resource comparable to Sejong hinders081

the innovation in tokenization research for the Ko-082

rean language. To apply our method at a corpus083

level, we leverage outputs from multiple widely-084

used morpheme-level tokenizers for a voting-based085

automatic annotation. In specific, we use multi-086

ple tokenizers to produce candidate tokenizations,087

decide the most probable token and morpheme se-088

quence through a voting mechanism, and fill in089

disputed substring surfaces.090

The contribution of this paper is as follows:091

• We discuss issues in utilizing tokenization re-092

sults of current Korean morphological ana-093

lyzers for generative tasks. We then propose094

an enhancement to the existing POS tagging095

protocol to preserve spacing information.096

• We note the absence of a universally available097

large-scale Korean POS tagging corpus under098

a permissive license. We propose a generation099

method through semi-automatic annotation100

and use the output from an ensemble of tok-101

enizers with a voting and filling process.102

• We release the POS tagging corpus con-103

structed with our proposed method, under a104

permissive license open to contributions.105

2 Problem Definition106

While Korean is commonly classified in the same107

bucket as Japanese and Chinese, there are details108

that are commonly misunderstood. Before we de-109

fine the problems we address in our work, it is110

important to understand the differences between111

these three languages, and the problems specific to112

Korean we would like to address through our work.113

2.1 Liberal Whitespaces and Eojeols114

In the comparison Table 1, the most significant115

difference in the context of tokenization is the us-116

age of whitespaces. What makes Korean different117

from other languages with spacing is that spacing118

AB CDE

B D1 D2 E

A CB D E

ABCD1D2E

_

A C

Normalized (Current)

Preserving + Unnormalized (Proposed)

Reconstruct

Reconstruct

Figure 1: The top (proposed) is with space preservation
and no normalization, and the bottom (conventional) is
with normalization and no space preservation.

is indecisive even in formal documents, and often 119

omitted liberally (sometimes entirely) in colloquial 120

text. In particular, Korean spacing is done at the 121

level of an Eojeol, which is a logical block of ag- 122

glutinated morphemes, that is larger than a word 123

and smaller than a phrase. As described in Figure 124

1, these morphemes are sometimes not preserved 125

in their original form, that decomposing a sentence 126

and normalizing the morphemes thereof may lead 127

to an output that makes it infeasible to reconstruct 128

back to its original form. 129

There are multiple cases in the example of Figure 130

2. In this example, Input A3 is the most common 131

form of writing. However, Input B, which is the 132

same sentence, but completely stripped of whites- 133

paces is also perfectly legible to the Korean speak- 134

ers, and is how one may write in a casual context, 135

such as a text message. Input C, is the standard, 136

normalized form that one would find in a formal 137

document or a book - but would be an uncommon 138

form of writing in colloquial contexts. 139

2.2 Morphological Analyzers as Tokenizers 140

Before the introduction of subword tokenization, 141

the de-facto method of tokenizing Korean text was 142

to use a library that jointly performs both morpho- 143

logical analysis and POS tagging. The majority 144

of these libraries also perform normalization. In 145

a context where the POS tags are not necessary, 146

the morphs are used as tokens - hence it acts as 147

a tokenizer. This was essential as the number of 148

Eojeol candidates quickly becomes computation- 149

ally intractable, so breaking it down to morphemes 150

makes it possible to construct a smaller vocabulary. 151

3This sentence means ”I submitted a paper to ACL”.
Specifically, the word boundaries are mainly the functional
particles, with the phrase heads at the start of each word:
- ACL.에 /논문.을 /제출.했.다
- ACL.to / paper.ACC / submit.PST.DEC
where ACC denotes accusative, PST the past tense, and DEC
the declarative.
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ACL에 논문을 제출했다

ACL에논문을제출했다

ACL에 논문을 제출하였다

Normalizing
Analyzer ACL 에 논문 제출을을 하 였 다

ACL에 논문을 제출했다

ACL에논문을제출했다

ACL에 논문을 제출하였다

Non-normalizing
Analyzer

ACL 에 논문 제출을을 했 다

ACL 에 논문 제출을을 하 였 다

Preserves original words, but does not preserve spaces

All three forms encode to the same token sequence

A

B

C

A

B

C

Figure 2: Tokenized output compared from morphological analyzers with and without normalization. Line shapes
indicate different possible input-output paths.

In traditional NLP methods, this process also152

helped surfacing stopwords, such as junctions153

which provides little benefit to task performance,154

at the same time reducing the amount of verb con-155

jugations by normalization. However, a challenge156

was inevitable if one implements a text generation157

model, as the process would not guarantee the in-158

formation of the original form.159

Due to these limitations in currently available160

morphological analyzers it is impossible to recon-161

struct the original text. This is demonstrated again162

in Figure 2, where Input A, B, and C are all tok-163

enized to the exact same output - even if they were164

originally different. Not only do the majority of165

analyzers lose information about the original form166

during normalization, it also does not preserve any167

information required for reconstructing the original168

text’s spacing. This makes the analyzers unsuit-169

able as a tokenizer for models involving generation170

tasks, especially if there is normalization involved,171

as there is no reliable method to reconstruct nor-172

malized text back to it’s original form.173

2.3 Benefits of Morpheme-aware Subwords174

Despite the utility of morphological decomposition,175

many current neural methods use subword tokeniza-176

tion (Sennrich et al., 2016; Kudo and Richardson,177

2018) as it allows to construct a robust vocabulary178

that covers rare or unseen words, while allowing179

one to set an upper limit on the vocabulary size.180

Unfortunately, in the context of a language with181

a large alphabet as in CJK, this is not always nec-182

essarily the case due to the size of the alphabet.183

With liberal spacing, there is an additional risk of184

increased complexity training the vocabulary for185

subword-based algorithms. Prior art such as mul-186

tilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) work around 187

this by artificially injecting a whitespace at every 188

character f languages. However, it not only unneces- 189

sarily increases the sequence length, but also makes 190

it harder for the model learn the linguistic structure 191

as it is effectively operates with a character level 192

vocabulary. 193

Recent work such as Park et al. (2020) addresses 194

this from a different angle. In their work, they 195

replace the whitespace pre-tokenization (as with 196

BERT) with a morph-level tokenizer, then train 197

a subword tokenizer. They suggest that this im- 198

proves performance when applied to both transfer 199

learning using a pre-trained language model and 200

machine translation. In their method, to address 201

the lost spacing information we discussed above, 202

they swap whitespaces to a rarely-used Unicode 203

character (U+2583) during encoding, and replace 204

it back to a whitespace when decoded. As we dis- 205

cussed earlier, reconstructing normalized text is 206

not possible with any of the current libraries. For 207

these reasons, they also use a morphological ana- 208

lyzer that does not normalize. In our work, we also 209

restrict the scope to non-normalizing methods. 210

2.4 Resource Restrictions and Evaluation 211

In the previous section, we discussed that the util- 212

ity of morphological analyzer-based tokenization 213

is not limited to lexicon-based methods, but also 214

includes subword-based methods. 215

However, this comes at a cost - these models 216

have been trained with the Sejong corpus, which 217

is inaccessible to non-Korean citizens. Even if one 218

has access, no modifications (such as correction on 219

errors regarding tokens or POS tags) could be redis- 220

tributed, so the dataset has effectively been frozen 221
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since its initial release in 2006. Another corpus,222

namely ‘Modu Corpus4’ of NIKL (2020) has the223

same restrictive license as the Sejong corpus. All224

these environments make it harder for non-Korean225

researchers to train a competitive morphological226

analyzer or POS tagger.227

The restrictive nature has contributed to other228

side effects. Some libraries that have used the cor-229

pus to train the analyzers have made local correc-230

tions on different subsets of the corpus, which re-231

sulted in different training data. On top of this,232

different or modified subsets of the corpus have233

been used for evaluation - hence fair comparison234

between different libraries is currently not possible.235

We expect this trend to continue unless there is an236

open training resource for the community to use237

and improve.238

3 Related Work239

3.1 Tokenization and Text Generation240

Modern neural methods have demonstrated ground-241

breaking results for generative tasks, (Vaswani242

et al., 2017; Radford et al., 2018, 2019) all of which243

rely on tokenized text to be fully reconstructible244

back to its original form. Korean tasks can also ben-245

efit from this, but at the cost of word boundaries not246

necessarily reflecting the underlying morpheme.247

If one needs to tokenize and construct a vocabu-248

lary at morpheme-level, utilizing a conventional to-249

kenizer would be the most obvious approach. How-250

ever, many implementations perform lemmatiza-251

tion and stemming, which is not always reversible.252

Additionally, information to reconstruct the spac-253

ing is often omitted in the tokenized result. Most of254

all, without spaces, when reconstructed, not only255

does the text look unnatural, but it also degrades256

legibility for humans (Cho et al., 2018), bringing257

further performance degeneration in downstream258

tasks such as speech synthesis.259

For the cases we describe above, an ideal setup260

lets the tokenizer preserve spacing information261

while also preserving character-level parity with the262

original content as much as possible. In our work,263

we propose an improvement for the POS tagging264

scheme to guarantee reconstruction. This is imple-265

mented as an unofficial extension to the standard266

POS tag rules defined by the National Institute of267

Korean Language5. We apply this methodology to268

4https://corpus.korean.go.kr/, distribution
has halted from January 18, 2020.

5https://www.korean.go.kr/

a redistributable and modifiable corpus, Wikipedia. 269

3.2 Morpheme Tokenizers 270

In this work, we leverage various existing Korean 271

morpheme analyzing and tokenizing toolkits to an- 272

notate a pre-processed, web corpus. In this process, 273

we also incorporate a new POS tag to carry over the 274

original text’s spacing. For the point-wise voting 275

mechanism we propose in section 4, we limited tok- 276

enizers to those that do not stem or lemmatize. For 277

cases that did normalize, we restricted the choices 278

to tokenizers that provide functionality that allowed 279

us to map a stemmed subcharacter token back to 280

its original character surface. 281

While all of these implementations are open 282

source6, the ones that are trained are not repro- 283

ducible, as to the training data and parameters are 284

not open, and are not quantitatively comparable 285

due to the limitations of the underlying resource 286

used for training as we discussed in the previous 287

section. 288

3.2.1 Okt tokenizer 289

Okt7 is an open-source tokenizer implemented ini- 290

tially with social media posts as its main analysis 291

target. Hence, it performs better than other tokeniz- 292

ers for colloquial Korean sentences. Whether to nor- 293

malize or stem the sentence is optional, but we used 294

neither here. Unlike other approaches we discuss, 295

Okt is implemented with a very large dictionary 296

combined with dynamic programming methods to 297

search for the ideal tokenization candidate. This 298

model is not a trainable model, and instead is en- 299

tirely implemented using an algorithmic approach. 300

3.2.2 MeCab 301

MeCab (Kudo, 2006) is a widely used, bi-gram 302

Markov model and conditional random field-based 303

(Lafferty et al., 2001) tokenizer originally imple- 304

mented for Japanese. We use a patched version 305

MeCab for Korean, MeCab-ko8. Normalization 306

and stemming is not supported for Korean, and 307

due to this behavior a morph can have multiple 308

POS tags. The open-source model was trained on 309

an undocumented subset of the Sejong corpus, and 310

the standard of quantitative evaluation is absent. 311

6Unfortunately, none of these provide means for citation.
7https://github.com/open-korean-text/

open-korean-text
8https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/

mecab-ko
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Figure 3: With our proposed changes to the POS tagging protocol, round-trip is guaranteed by preserving everything.
Different line shapes indicate different input-output paths.

3.2.3 Khaiii312

Khaiii9 is the first POS tagging toolkit for Korean313

which uses a deep neural network. It has been in-314

spired by character-level convolutional neural net-315

work methods, such as Kim (2014). It processes316

at a character-level and is implemented as a multi-317

task model that tokenizes, then predicts the token’s318

POS tag. As Khaiii produces stemmed and lemma-319

tized tokens, we use source surface information to320

map the token and POS tag back to the original321

input’s substring so that the output format is equal322

to MeCab10. The model was trained on a patched323

version of the Sejong corpus, which is not publicly324

available due to the restrictive redistribution license.325

While there are quantitative performance metrics,326

as the dataset is closed, it cannot be quantitatively327

compared with other methods.328

4 Proposed Method329

We describe vote and fill, which is a two-fold pro-330

cedure on how we leverage the conventional tok-331

enizers for corpus generation. Kim et al. (2020)332

suggested adopting the conventional POS tagged333

corpora for new annotation, but with rules for erro-334

neous cases, not with multiple tokenizers.335

Our method for selecting the ideal candidate to-336

ken surface was inspired by semantic segmenta-337

tion tasks such as Ronneberger et al. (2015), a task338

in the domain of computer vision. It is similar to339

pointwise label assignment, but while vision tasks340

operate in a 2D setup, ours is in 1D. We describe341

how token and POS sequences for a given sentence342

are decided, and how exceptions are handled. Note343

that in the overall process, the space information344

including space and tab are split as a separate to-345

ken with blank (SB) as a tag. This information is346

inherent in voting for both surface and tag.347

9https://github.com/kakao/khaiii
10This is done by matching the source string to the target

string at character level, and copying the POS tags from the
target string. When the source and target have a mismatching
character, we treat that as normalized output and mark the
source with the POS tags of each target morph until there is a
match between the source and target.

4.1 Vote for surface 348

For a given sentence, let Si be the set of surfaces 349

for tokenizer i. An entry (u, v) ∈ Si denotes a 350

morpheme (substring) where u is the string index 351

of the first character of the morpheme and v is the 352

index of the last character. 353

Let S be the set of final surfaces. To select its 354

elements, we first consider the union of Si,
M⋃
i=1

Si, 355

namely the set of all possible surfaces from all 356

tokenizers, 1, ...,M . For each (u, v) ∈
M⋃
i=1

Si, we 357

combine weights from the candidate tokenizers. 358

Here, the weight function W is defined: 359

W ((u, v)) =
M∑
i=1

wi1Si((u, v))

where wi is the weight regarding the tokenizer i. 360

We use an indicator function 1Si : 361

1Si((u, v)) :=

{
1 (u, v) ∈ Si

0 (u, v) /∈ Si

362

To construct S, we order all (u, v) instances in 363
M⋃
i=1

Si by their weight W ((u, v)) from the highest 364

to the lowest and assign them into S in order. We 365

do not assign (u, v) in S if it overlaps with pre- 366

assigned surfaces in S. For example, if both (3, 5) 367

and (4, 5) are in the union of Si and (3, 5) is already 368

assigned in S (due to its weight being higher), then 369

(4, 5) cannot be assigned in S. 370

4.2 Vote for tag 371

Let Ti be the POS tag set of tokenizer i. Then,

pos(u,v) ∈ Ti

where pos(u,v) is the POS tag corresponding to the
morpheme regarding the substring (u, v) in Si. For
each (u, v) in S, we gather all possible POS tags

T(u,v) =
M⋃
i=1

{posi(u,v)|(u, v) ∈ Si}

5
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and calculate weights for each of them, such that:

W (pos(u,v)) =
M∑
i=1

wi1Ti(pos(u,v))

where the indicator function and the weights are372

defined similarly to the previous section. Choose373

p = pos*
(u,v) which yields the maximum weight374

for T(u,v):375

argmax
p

W (p) := {p| p ∈ T(u,v) ∧376

∀p′ ∈ T(u,v) : W (p′) ≤ W (p)}377

In ideal cases, we get one pos(u,v) left for each378

(u, v) in S. To prevent p from being in tie, appro-379

priate wi is to be given. Finally, we define T to be380

the set of the final POS tags corresponding to S.381

4.3 Fill382

After voting the candidates for surface and tag, we383

fill the sequence with the resulting S and T . If some384

(u, v)s are missing in S, we fill the surface (u, v)385

with POS tag for unknown (UNK). The sentence386

can be removed if its POS result incorporates a387

certain amount of UNK. This part is the final step388

of our algorithm, and thus, may be able to be tack-389

led by utilizing partially annotated data (Sasada390

et al., 2015) or incomplete annotations (Tsuboi391

et al., 2008).392

To add one of our primary goals, we can de-393

tect disputed sentences by checking UNKs in the394

output. If the tokenization differs a lot due to dis-395

agreement, this in turn is expected to increase the396

frequency of UNKs. This can be used as a metric397

to identify anomalies, such neologisms not sup-398

ported by any of the models. However, in the case399

of using our scheme as real-time voting-based to-400

kenization, UNK may not be desired. In such a401

case, the user can decide the final tag by choosing a402

candidate substring (u, v) among
M⋃
i=1

Si \ S and its403

POS that best matches with the corresponding sub-404

string (u, v) in terms of exact matching or distance.405

We found 17,847 sentences (0.44%) containing at406

least one UNK after this process.407

4.4 Corpus Construction408

Our goal is to produce a morpheme-level tokenized409

POS corpus with reconstruction guarantees; for410

these reasons, we have explicit goals and non-goals.411

For practical applicability, we constructed the cor-412

pus so that the original text can be reconstructed by413

concatenating the tokens. As a tradeoff, the corpus 414

cannot be used for stemming or lemmatization. 415

The raw text we used to construct the corpus 416

was collected from a snapshot of the Korean ver- 417

sion of Wikipedia11, which was then pre-processed 418

to remove all Wiki markup, headings, and other 419

metadata. Sentences shorter than a character length 420

threshold t were removed during this clean-up pro- 421

cess. With t = 15, the process resulted in a total of 422

4,031,704 usable sentences. 423

In the annotation process, namely voting and 424

filling, we used the three tokenizers noted in sec- 425

tion 2.2. wi was set to (1.1, 1.0, 1.0), where w1 426

was given a higher weight than the others to mini- 427

mize orphan surfaces. In our experiments, we chose 428

MeCab to have the weight w1 based on evaluation 429

(2), and uniform weight for the other tokenizers. 430

5 Experiments 431

Our scheme yields a morpheme-level, POS tagged 432

corpus of a modest scale. The output of this work 433

can be used for many tasks, such as POS tagging, 434

morpheme level tokenization, language modeling, 435

or small-scale pre-training for transfer learning. 436

The scale of this corpus to other resources is com- 437

pared in table 4. Sejong and Exobrain12 are not 438

openly accessible and nor permissive for modifica- 439

tion and redistribution. While UD Korean (Chun 440

et al., 2018) and KLUE-DP (Park et al., 2021) 441

are accessible, multipurpose resources (e.g., de- 442

pendency parsing), the size is significantly smaller 443

than that of Sejong. Using the corpus we created, 444

first we train a MeCab model with varying sizes 445

of training data sampled from the dataset and com- 446

pare it with the original MeCab model. Using one 447

of the trained MeCab models, we then perform ex- 448

trinsic evaluation using a machine translation task 449

and compare it to multiple baselines. 450

5.1 Morphological Analysis 451

To first probe if our voting scheme produces bet- 452

ter machine annotated data than annotating with 453

a single model, we compare the results using a 454

POS corpus that none of the models have seen. The 455

quantitative analysis was done by comparing our 456

voting scheme with Okt, MeCab, and Khaiii. 457

We used 683 instances from the Exobrain13 cor- 458

pus that did not contain any stemmed or lemma- 459

11ko.wikipedia.org/wiki/
12http://aiopen.etri.re.kr/
13Adopted since not utilized in any of the baseline training.
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Okt MeCab Khaiii Voted
Surface@Jaccard 0.564 0.825 0.818 0.848
POS@Accuracy 0.615 0.944 0.958 0.945

Table 2: Our voting scheme compared with other meth-
ods. POS accuracy only against matching surfaces.

10k 15k 30k 50k
Surface@Jaccard 0.802 0.804 0.798 0.799
POS@Accuracy 0.949 0.951 0.952 0.952

Table 3: Comparison with the original MeCab (=1.0).
POS accuracy only against matching surfaces.

tized morphemes. With this data, we checked the460

token and POS match between the ground truth461

(GT) and the prediction.462

Additionally, we sampled 10K sentences from463

the dataset for human validation, which was then464

validated and corrected by a linguist. We used the465

corrected dataset as a gold standard and compared466

it with the uncorrected samples. This evaluation467

resulted in a surface score of 0.975 and a POS468

accuracy of 0.992. The modest results demonstrate469

that our scheme can produce a reasonably accurate470

dataset.471

The performance is measured in two ways. First,472

we use a modified Jaccard index to measure the473

reliability of tokenization. Originally, the Jaccard474

index for a sentence is defined as the proportion475

of common surfaces among the union of GT and476

predicted surfaces. However, to ensure that the tok-477

enization and tagging are correctly evaluated when478

tokens are repeated in a sentence, we attach the or-479

der of appearance to each token so as to distinguish480

the overlapped morphemes, which may possibly481

have different POS tags. The final Jaccard index482

is averaged over all sentences in the test corpus.483

Second, the accuracy of predicted POS tags is cal-484

culated using common surfaces between GT and485

the predictions. We observed that voting produced486

more reliable results than using a single model, as487

can be seen in Table 2.488

Additionally, to verify that our data can be used489

to train a morphological analyzer, we used the data490

to train a MeCab model and compared this to the491

original MeCab. The model trained with a small492

data 14 reproduced around 80% of the performance493

that the original model has, as seen in Table 3.494

As the training protocol has not been officially495

documented, we used default parameters for train-496

ing. We hypothesize that if training is done with the497

14Less than 1.5% of the entire data.

Eojeols Purpose Open
Sejong 10,066,722 POS Tagging ×

Modu Corpus 3,006,660 POS Tagging ×
Exobrain 33,131 Universal ×

UD Korean 532,598 Universal o
KLUE-DP 136,987 Universal o

Ours 55,154,053 POS Tagging o

Table 4: Comparison of scale with known corpora. Open
indicates open access with a permissive license.

Level BPE MeCab Khaii Khaii-N Ours
Morph 28.88 36.73 35.18 30.26 36.03
Eojeol 12.52 17.68 15.70 12.82 17.21

Table 5: BLEU score comparison of different tokeniza-
tion schemes. Khaiii-N is Khaiii with normalization.

same training parameters and data size as the origi- 498

nal model used, the gap can be further reduced. We 499

observed that our model splits words much more 500

aggressively, which contributed to mismatched sur- 501

faces. 502

5.2 Machine Translation 503

For extrinsic evaluation, we used Marian NMT 504

(Junczys-Dowmunt, 2019) trained to perform En- 505

glish to Korean (en-ko) translation. The tokeniza- 506

tion and evaluation protocol followed the work in 507

Park et al. (2020). We used the news data from 508

the AI Hub machine translation dataset15, which 509

consists of approximately 800K English-Korean 510

sentence pairs. For our experiments, we used 40K 511

sentences for test and validation and the remainder 512

for training. The translation model used is an RNN- 513

based encoder-decoder model with attention, us- 514

ing a shared 85K subword-level vocabulary trained 515

with byte-pair encoding (BPE) after morpheme- 516

level tokenization (Sennrich et al., 2017), trained 517

for 10 epochs. 518

As our work focuses on improving generation 519

performance, we limited our evaluation to en-ko 520

since it adequately displays the tendency of recon- 521

struction regarding tokenization. The 10K model 522

from our previous experiment was used as a pre- 523

tokenizer for BPE and compared against BPE with- 524

out pre-tokenization, and three other models as the 525

pre-tokenizer. Due to the limitations of MeCab16 526

which was used as the probe model for our cor- 527

15Though the evaluation with accessible benchmarks such
as Park et al. (2016) is recommended for reproducibility, we
could not adopt those in training and test due to various quality
issues such as mistranslations and typos.

16As MeCab uses whitespaces as breaks, to use our corpus
significant modifications were needed.
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pus, spacing was emulated through a special token528

(U+2583). This allows reversible reconstruction, as529

seen in Figure 3.530

We compared the different approaches using531

BLEU at morpheme-level following WAT2019532

(Nakazawa et al., 2019) and Eojeol-level. For533

morpheme-level evaluation, the final detokenized534

output was re-tokenized with MeCab. Due to Ko-535

rean’s agglutinative nature, Eojeol-level is an in-536

credibly difficult task, primarily when evaluated537

with BLEU. Agglutinations of certain morphs such538

as junctions are often optional, and this can neg-539

atively affect the BLEU score even when the pre-540

dicted output is perfectly coherent. On top of that,541

we evaluate if the model performs spacing perfectly,542

which is a difficult task even for a native speaker.543

As can be seen from the results in Table 5, while544

the performance of the original Mecab models is545

slightly better,our model trained only on a small546

subset of data is better than that of other tokeniza-547

tion schemes in a translation context.548

6 Discussion549

6.1 Why Our Scheme and Corpus?550

Our primary aim is to create an open and redis-551

tributable corpus that can be utilized in model552

training with further refinement. The vote and fill553

scheme achieve these goals, given that the resulting554

corpus shows adequate performance when evalu-555

ated on usual tasks. However, to ensure quality,556

human annotation is required.557

One clear merit of our tagging scheme is that the558

conventional corpus designers can obtain a reliable559

POS tagged draft for any raw corpus s/he adopts. It560

is common practice to refine a machine annotated561

corpus with human annotation, and MeCab is often562

used to perform this kind of machine annotation563

in practice. However, the machine output is usu-564

ally not sufficient as a draft due to domain-specific565

OOV issues. Our scheme helps the training pro-566

cess leverage other candidate tokenizers with the567

voting-based decision.568

The other advantage of our resulting corpus569

is that it delivers an open, accessible resource570

that allows future refinement and extension. As571

Wikipedia content is distributed under a share-alike572

license, further redistribution mandates the same573

license policy. This includes our work, but deriva-574

tives of it as well, effectively making this an open575

source project. We assume this can encourage other576

community members to engage in the analysis and577

enhancement of the proposed resource. 578

6.2 Limitation 579

Normalization Though our approach suggests 580

an incremental enhancement of tokenization and 581

POS tagging from the status quo, we do not han- 582

dle the normalization of lexicons in our process. 583

Thus, for further usage of stemmed or lemmatized 584

tokens, the users may necessitate additional post- 585

processing or a module which specializes in this 586

task. Normalization is related to but is a different 587

issue from tokenization; thus, we leave it as a sepa- 588

rate work in our study. 589

Lack of library support While our scheme is 590

interoperable with existing tools, we noticed an 591

oversight during our experiments. The probe tok- 592

enizer we used (MeCab) breaks at spaces, resulting 593

in this information being lost during training. In the 594

experiments, we emulated spacing by replacing it 595

with a special character, but existing libraries will 596

require modifications to use the proposed scheme. 597

Alternatively, a novel tokenization method that in- 598

corporates this could also be potential future work. 599

Quality of tokenization We acknowledge our 600

approach’s limitation and that the result is not fully 601

at the quality level of a human-annotated gold stan- 602

dard. This prevents our corpus from being adopted 603

as a benchmark dataset. However, the human val- 604

idation results suggest that our dataset is capable 605

of producing a dataset of modest quality, and with 606

incremental error corrections we believe it would 607

be possible to establish the subset of our corpus as 608

a benchmark. 609

7 Conclusion 610

In this work, we identify a constraint in the standard 611

protocol of creating Korean POS tagging corpora, 612

namely that the construction does not account for 613

the necessity of spacing. We demonstrate that such 614

limitation of the corpus propagates to the tokenizers 615

trained with those, limiting the applicability to a 616

generative task. 617

We then propose a novel, voting-based method 618

for this at the corpus generation level, creating an 619

unprecedented large-scale open resource with this 620

mitigation applied to enable universal access to a 621

Korean POS tagging and morpheme level tokeniza- 622

tion research. Unlike previous datasets, ours can 623

be incrementally enhanced by the greater research 624

community. 625
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Ethical Considerations626

We provide the dataset that is automatically627

annotated by the publicly available POS tag-628

ging/tokenization modules. The raw corpus is Ko-629

rean Wikipedia, which is available under Creative630

Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported Li-631

cense. Some of the datasets used for the comparison632

are restricted to non-Korean researchers and are re-633

ferred to claim the exclusiveness of current open634

resources. The MT corpus used in the evaluation635

is free and accessible with a simple sign-in. Still,636

it is considered difficult to attain for non-Korean637

researchers, and the redistribution is restricted. The638

usage was inevitable due to the lack of a usable639

open machine translation corpus.640

Our data construction and experiment do not641

involve the human subject and manual works.642

The corpus constructed in this paper is based643

on a widely-referred but not yet POS annotated644

dataset. Wikipedia is also known as a community-645

contributed document set that is refined with public646

discussions.647

The proposed data regards POS tagging and to-648

kenization, which is more syntactic and might not649

involve bias or hate issues. However, due to the650

vast size of the corpus, we could not yet guaran-651

tee there exists the automatic inferences that may652

induce any form of harm. As the resource is mal-653

leable through community contributions, we hope654

to react and remove problematic data as they are655

discovered quickly.656
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A Appendices813

A.1 Environment: Corpus Construction814

Corpus construction was done by parallelizing the815

tokenization work across 128-threads. For these816

experiments, we used a Dual AMD EPYC 7551817

server with 256GBs of RAM. The entire process818

took approximately 72 hours. No co-processors819

were used for this process.820

A.2 Environment: Machine Translation821

Machine translation was done on a Dual Intel822

Xeon Gold 6148 server with 360GBs of RAM,823

parallelized across four Nvidia Tesla V100-SXM2824

(16GB) GPUs. Each of the eight experiments took825

approximately 5 hours, resulting in about 40 hours826

of wall-clock time. Additionally, a grand total of827

88 hours were used to search for adequate training828

parameters and architectures.829

A.3 Environment: Others830

Other experiments, such as MeCab evaluation and831

training, were done on the authors’ laptops and832

desktops, so we do not consider the computation833

budget used here significant enough for disclosure.834

A.4 Training Parameters835

The Marian parameters used to train the en-ko trans-836

lation model are as follows:837

• -w 12500838

• –max-length 100839

• –mini-batch-fit840

• –mini-batch 1000841

• –maxi-batch 1000842

• –beam-size 12843

• –normalize=1844

• –valid-mini-batch 64845

• –early-stopping 5846

• –after-epochs 10847

• –cost-type=ce-mean-words848

• –enc-type bidirectional849

• –enc-depth 1850

• –enc-cell-depth 4851

• –dec-depth 1852

• –dec-cell-base-depth 8853

• –dec-cell-high-depth 1854

• –tied-embeddings-all855

• –layer-normalization856

• –dropout-rnn 0.1857

• –label-smoothing 0.1858

• –learn-rate 0.0003859

• –lr-decay-inv-sqrt 16000 860

• –optimizer-params 0.9 0.98 1e-09 861

• –clip-norm 5 862

• –sync-sgd 863

• –exponential-smoothing 864
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